
210 x 297 mm

For more product information, visit us on the web at www.viewsoniceurope.com

View documents and surf the Internet in crisp detail on the 
high resolution 47cm/18.5" screen

The Dual Core Intel® Atom™ D510 1.6GHz processor with 
2GB of memory provides plenty of power for desktop 
computing

Six high-speed USB 2.0 ports provide easy connections for 
peripherals

4-in-1 card reader allows for easy file transfers

Easily integrates into a LAN network through the 10/100 
Ethernet LAN connection

Stay connected wirelessly through 802.11b/g WiFi 
connectivity

Integrated 1.3 megapixel webcam makes it easy to 
interact with friends and colleagues

2x3 watt speakers complement video conferencing and 
Internet browsing
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POWER

OPERATING SYSTEM
DIMENSIONS (W×H×D)
WEIGHT

47cm/18.5" Colour TFT Active Matrix LCD
1366 x768
Intel Atom D510, 1.66GHz,  Dual Core, FSB 667MHz
Intel GMA900 integrated graphics
2GB DDR2 SDRAM
2.5", SATA 5400rpm 160GB 
Slot 8X DVD SuperMulti slim type
10/100 Gigabit Ethernet
802.11b/g
1.3 mega pixel camera, with digital mic.x2
1 Headphone 1 Microphone
USB2.0 x 6
1x RJ-45 (Gigabit Ethernet LAN)
4 in 1 (SD/ MMC/ MS/ MS Pro.)
Stereo HD speakers 3W x 2
1× built in
19V DC; 65W adaptor
60W (typical)
A choice of Windows 7 Home Edition  or supplied without OS – Dependent upon model
370 x 460 x 164mm (H x W x D), 50mm (panel)
7.5 Kg  

VPC190
Modernise your Desktop

19" (47cm/18.5" VIEWABLE) ALL-IN-ONE PC
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18.5", 16:9 display with 1366 x 768 resolution
View documents, surf the Internet or watch DVDs in crisp detail on this 
high resolution 18.5", 16:9 wide screen.

Powerful Dual-core Intel Atom processor
The Dual-core Intel Atom 1.66GHz processor with upgrade to 2 GB of 
memory provides plenty of power for desktop computing.

Versatile Connectivity
Six high-speed USB 2.0 ports provide easy connections for peripherals 
while the 4-in-1 card reader allows for easy file transfers.

Built-in DVD Burner
Easily backup your photos、media and other files with the built-in DVD 
R/W burner.

Wired and Wireless Networking
RJ-45 network control enables Gigabit Ethernet LAN connection. 
802.11b/g WiFi gives you the freedom of locating your VPC190 
anywhere in your office or home yet having full access to the Internet.

Multimedia Enhanced
Integrated microphone and 1.3 megapixel webcam make it easy to 
video conference and the integrated 2x3-watt speakers complement
video conferencing and Internet browsing.

Quiet and cool
The green energy-saving design makes VPC190 quieter than a 
notebook and offers the smallest heat dissipation among desktops.

The ViewSonic® VPC190 All-in-One PC features a ergonomic 
monitor design that looks good and works great on any desk. The 
widescreen 48cm/19" (18.5" viewable) LCD display and the latest 
built-in Dual Core Intel® Atom D510 1.6MHz processor and Microsoft® 
Windows® 7 gives you all the computing power you need. 
This compact, but versatile PC can operate independently, 
hardwired into a LAN network or work wirelessly within any 
802.11b/g WiFi network.
Easily transfer and share files, photos and more through the six USB 
2.0 ports or the 4-in-1 card reader.  The discreetly integrated slot 
loading DVD writer completes the tidy and functional design, 
providing a comprehensive range of optical media support. 
The VPC190 is perfectly designed for call centres, libraries, school 
computer labs,  home desktop, generally anywhere that space is 
a premium.  It also has a detachable stand and can be mounted 
to any wall where required using a standard VESA bracket.
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Note: Keyboard and mouse not supplied as standard


